Axial interactions in the mixed-valent CuA active site
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Within Cu-containing electron transfer active sites, the role of the
axial ligand in type 1 sites is well deﬁned, yet its role in the
binuclear mixed-valent CuA sites is less clear. Recently, the mutation of the axial Met to Leu in a CuA site engineered into azurin
(CuA Az) was found to have a limited effect on E0 relative to this
mutation in blue copper (BC). Detailed low-temperature absorption and magnetic circular dichroism, resonance Raman, and electron paramagnetic resonance studies on CuA Az (WT) and its
M123X (X = Q, L, H) axial ligand variants indicated stronger axial
ligation in M123L/H. Spectroscopically validated density functional
theory calculations show that the smaller ΔE0 is attributed to H2O
coordination to the Cu center in the M123L mutant in CuA but not
in the equivalent BC variant. The comparable stabilization energy
of the oxidized over the reduced state in CuA and BC (CuA ∼ 180
mV; BC ∼ 250 mV) indicates that the S(Met) inﬂuences E0 similarly
in both. Electron delocalization over two Cu centers in CuA was
found to minimize the Jahn–Teller distortion induced by the axial Met ligand and lower the inner-sphere reorganization energy. The Cu–S(Met) bond in oxidized CuA is weak (5.2 kcal/
mol) but energetically similar to that of BC, which demonstrates
that the protein matrix also serves an entatic role in keeping the
Met bound to the active site to tune down E0 while maintaining
a low reorganization energy required for rapid electron transfer under physiological conditions.
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ong-range electron transfer (ET) is vital to a wide range of
biological processes, including two key energy transduction
pathways essential for life: H2O oxidation in photosynthesis and
O2 reduction in respiration (1, 2). Nature has adapted a conserved cupredoxin fold motif (i.e., the Greek-key β barrel) to
construct two evolutionarily linked, but structurally distinct Cucontaining ET proteins (3–5). These are the mononuclear type 1
(T1) or blue copper (BC) and binuclear purple CuA proteins.
The ﬁrst coordination sphere of the classic BC sites [e.g., plastocyanin (Pc) and azurin (Az)] consists of a trigonally distorted
tetrahedral environment where Cu resides in an equatorial plane
formed by one S(Cys) and two N(His) ligands and has an axial S
(Met) ligand (Fig. 1A) (6, 7). The binuclear purple CuA site
consists of two bridging S(Cys) ligands and two equatorial N
(His) ligands as well as an axial polypeptide backbone carbonyl
oxygen [O(Gln) on CuO] and an axial thioether sulfur [S(Met) on
CuM] (Fig. 1B) (8–11). Both sites carry out rapid, efﬁcient longrange ET with rates on the order of 103–105 s−1 (12, 13).
Although BC proteins use a Cu + /Cu2+ redox couple, the
binuclear CuA sites use a (Cu1+ –Cu1+ )/(Cu1.5+ –Cu1.5+ ) redox
cycle. The oxidized form of CuA is mixed-valent (MV), with
a highly covalent Cu2S2 core that gives rise to its unique spectroscopic features. The unpaired electron is fully delocalized
over the two Cu centers and exhibits a characteristic seven-line
63,65
Cu hyperﬁne splitting pattern in electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy (14, 15). Maintaining valence delocalization even in the presence of a low symmetry protein
environment has been attributed to the large electronic coupling
(HAB) resulting from a direct Cu–Cu σ bond and efﬁcient
superexchange facilitated by substantial Cu2–S(Cys)2 covalency.
This strong electronic coupling between the two Cu’s leads
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to a Ψ → Ψ* (Cu–Cu σ → σ*) transition at ∼13,500 cm−1 (16).
Excitation into this transition using resonance Raman (RR)
yields a large excited state distortion in the totally symmetric
Cu2S2 core “accordion” mode (ν1), a characteristic of Robin &
Day class III MV delocalization (17–19). The two bridging
S(Cys) ligands give rise to four in-plane S(p)-derived molecular orbitals (MOs) for S(Cys) → Ψ* charge transfer (CT)
transitions. These have been assigned to absorption bands in the
region of 20,000 cm−1. Laser excitation into these CT transitions
gives rise to RR enhancement of three additional Cu2S2 core
vibrations (SI Appendix, Fig. S1A). The functional advantage
of a valence delocalization in terms of rapid, long-range ET at
low driving forces (∼45 mV) has been ascribed to lowering the
reorganization energy (λ) by distributing structural rearrangements associated with redox over two Cu centers (20).
In nature, the S(Met) ligand of BC is sometimes found to be
replaced by other protein residues. These can either coordinate
to Cu [e.g., O(Gln) in stellacyanin (St)] or leave the axial position vacant (e.g., Leu in the fungal laccases) (21, 22). In BC, it
was found that variation of the axial ligand from O(Gln) to S
(Met) to nothing can tune E0 over a 300 mV range (23). In nitrite
reductase (NiR), the Cu2+–S(Met) bond strength could be experimentally determined and was found to be weak (4.6 kcal/
mol) as its loss is compensated by an increased S(Cys) donor
interaction with Cu. The low strength of this bond suggested an
important role of the protein in keeping the S(Met) ligand bound
at physiological temperature. The contribution of the protein
in stabilizing the active site structure has been referred to as
an entatic/rack state in bioinorganic chemistry (24, 25). For BC
sites, the protein matrix provides the negative free energy required
to overcome the entropically favored S(Met) bond loss. This
plays an important role in ET function as S(Met) binding stabilizes the oxidized more than the reduced state of the Cu site
and lowers E0 by ∼200 mV.
Signiﬁcance
Long-range electron transfer (ET) is vital in energy transduction
pathways. Within metalloprotein ET active sites, the role of the
axial ligand in the mononuclear, blue copper (BC), also called
type 1 Cu, sites is well deﬁned, whereas its role in the binuclear
mixed-valent CuA sites is less clear. This study deﬁnes the axial
interaction in the mixed-valent binuclear CuA active site and its
role in ET. The axial S(Met) ligand is essential in tuning down
the reduction potential while not increasing the inner-sphere
reorganization energy, a similar role to that found for the
S(Met) ligand in BC. Furthermore, much like BC, the S(Met) bond
in CuA is weak and therefore under entatic control by the surrounding protein matrix.
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Fig. 1. The active sites of two previously published Cu ET proteins: (A) the
monomeric T1 Cu Az from Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PDB ID code 4AZU) and
(B) the binuclear purple CuA from T. thermophilus (PDB ID code 2CUA).

In contrast to BC proteins, S(Met) is the only axial ligand
found in naturally occurring CuA sites [cytochrome c oxidase
(CcO), nitrous oxide reductase (N2OR), nitric oxide reductase
(NOR), terminal oxidase in Sulfolobus acidocaldarius (SoxH)]
(26). Interestingly, in contrast to BC, the Met to Leu mutation in
the CuA Az only led to a 16 mV increase in E0 (compared with
an 86 mV increase for this mutant in BC Az) (27). This apparent
difference in the extent of the axial ligand contribution to E0
relative to previous studies on BC has led us to further explore its
contribution to function in CuA and whether or not it is entatic as
in BC. We use a combination of spectroscopic methods [lowtemperature (LT) absorption and magnetic circular dichroism
(MCD), RR, and EPR] coupled to density functional theory (DFT)
calculations to investigate the geometric and electronic structures of CuA Az and a series of its axial ligand variants (M123X;
X = Q, L, H). The inﬂuence of the axial ligand on the E0 and λ
are evaluated and compared with these properties in the wellunderstood BC site. Furthermore, the proposed involvement of
CuA in ET pathways (28) as well as the entatic/rack nature of the
Cu–S(Met) bond in CuA are evaluated and discussed.
Results
Spectroscopic Features of Axial Perturbations. The LT absorption
and MCD data for WT CuA Az and its axial ligand variants are
given in Fig. 2 A and B [see SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Table S1 for
simultaneous Gaussian resolutions of the LT absorption, MCD,
and circular dichroism (CD)]. The LT absorption and MCD data

have been previously assigned, and we follow those assignments
here (16, 18). From low to high energy, bands 1, 4, 5, and 6 have
been assigned as a Ψ → Ψ* (Cu–Cu σ → σ*) transition and three
S(Cys) → Cu ligand to metal charge transfer (LMCT) transitions,
respectively. In going from WT (black) to M123Q (red), there
are only minor changes in energies and intensities in the absorption and MCD spectra. However, for M123L (green) and
M123H (blue), there is a redshift of band 1 (the Ψ → Ψ* transition) and a decrease in intensity of band 4 relative to bands 5
and 6 in absorption and MCD [a S(Cys) → Cu CT transition].
The 77K RR data (λex = 476.5 nm) in the 175–450 cm−1 region
for WT CuA Az and its axial ligand variants are given in Fig.
2C. These show RR enhancement of the mixed Cu–S/Cu–N
stretching mode (ν2), the out-of-phase “twisting” Cu–S stretching
mode (ν3), and the Cu2S2 core breathing mode (ν4) (29). The RR
frequencies and intensities for M123Q (red) are very similar to
WT CuA Az (black). However, both M123L and M123H show
a decrease in the vibrational frequency of ν2 and a decrease in
the intensity of ν3 relative to WT/M123Q.
The 77K X-band EPR data for CuA Az and its axial ligand
variants are given in Fig. 2D. The spin Hamiltonian parameters
are given in Table 1 (see SI Appendix, Fig. S3 and Table S2
for spectra and simulations). All show comparable hyperﬁne to
both Cu’s, consistent with complete delocalization. However, although gjj for WT CuA Az and M123Q are similar and low (gjj =
2.177 and 2.174 for WT and M123Q, respectively), gjj for M123L
and M123H increase to 2.215 and 2.255, respectively.
From these data, we group WT/M123Q into one class and
M123H/M123L into another. The following ﬁve spectroscopic
trends are observed in going from WT/M123Q to M123L/H: (i)
a decrease in the relative intensity of the S(Cys) → Cu LMCT
transitions (band 4 relative to bands 5 and 6), (ii) a redshift in the
Ψ → Ψ* transition (band 1), (iii) a decrease in intensity of ν3, (iv)
a decrease in the frequency of ν2, and (v) an increase in gjj. In
D2h symmetry, the ground state of the CuA site is 2B3u (16). Four
in-plane S(p) symmetry adapted linear combinations (SALCs) of
the two bridged S(Cys) residues are predicted to give rise to two
parity-allowed [S(px)g and S(py)g] and two parity-forbidden [S
(px)u and S(py)u] S(Cys) → Ψ* LMCT transitions (SI Appendix,
Fig. S1B). In addition, in D2h, the symmetry of ν3 is B1g and is
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Fig. 2. Spectroscopic characterization of WT CuA Az
and the M123X (X = Q, L, H) variants: (A) absorption
spectra (10 K), (B) MCD spectra (10 K), (C) RR spectra
(77 K, λex = 476.5 nm), and (D) X-band EPR spectra
(77 K).
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Table 1. Experimental and calculated spin Hamiltonian
parameters for WT CuA Az and the M123X (X = Q, L, H) variants
Exp.
gz

AzCu2
−1

gz

53
61
35
58

53
57
35
42

2.192
2.190
2.209
2.214

(10 ·cm )

Axial variants
WT
M123Q
M123L
M123H

Calc.

AzCu1*
−4

2.177
2.174
2.215
2.255

AzCu1
AzCu2
−4
(10 ·cm−1)
55
60
48
52

63
68
59
55

*Note that the experimental A-values are approximate and dependent on
the ﬁt protocol. Results of two ﬁts are given in SI Appendix, Fig. S3.

therefore not enhanced via an A-term intensity mechanism and
must gain intensity through mixing with other totally symmetric
(A1g) modes. Thus, the decrease in intensity of the S(Cys) → Cu
LMCT transition (band 4) in absorption and ν3 in RR indicate
that the active sites of M123L/H have higher effective symmetry
than WT/M123Q. This eliminates mixing between parity-allowed
and -forbidden SALC MOs as well as the mixing between the B1g
and energetically nearby A1g modes in D2h (SI Appendix, Fig. S1
A and B).
The Ψ → Ψ* band in CuA has been described as a σg to σu*
transition. The energy separation between these MOs decreases
upon weakening the Cu–Cu and Cu–N(His) bonds (i.e., a decrease in energy of the Ψ → Ψ* transition). In addition, the EPR
gjj-value has been correlated to the energy separation between
the ground state, σu*, and the low-lying πu excited state (30). The
gjj-value is given by:
2 2
gk = ge + 8ξCu
3d α β =ΔE;

[1]

where ξ is the spin-orbit coupling parameter for Cu2+; α and β
are the coefﬁcients of Cu character in the σu* and πu orbitals,
respectively; and ΔE is the energy separation between the πu
excited and the σu* ground state. Therefore, the redshift of the
Ψ → Ψ* transition and the larger gjj-value in M123L/H both
indicate that the Cu–Cu and Cu–N(His) bonds have weakened
(the latter is also consistent with the lower frequency of the ν2
vibrational mode in RR) relative to WT and its M123Q variant.
These spectroscopic differences reﬂect the fact that M123L/H
have stronger axial ligand interactions than WT and M123Q,
which become comparable in strength to the relatively strong
carbonyl backbone ligand on CuO. This increases the effective
symmetry of M123L/H closer to D2h, consistent with the decrease in intensity of the ν3 vibration mode and the S(Cys) →
Cu LMCT transition. Because Leu is a noncoordinating ligand,
this would suggest its replacement with H2O. Although His is
a potentially good ligand, M123H is the only mutant that shows
an additional pH dependence in EPR (pKa ∼6.5), indicating
deprotonation of the axial His residue (SI Appendix, Fig. S4).
We therefore assign the N(His) ligand as protonated and unbound at pH 5.5. Based on these spectroscopic trends for
M123L and M123H (Fig. 2), H2O is assigned as the axial ligand
in both, whereas O(Gln) is weakly coordinated in M123Q. These
models are evaluated below. Note that there are some quantitative differences in going from M123L to M123H. These include
a lower energy Ψ → Ψ* transition, a larger gjj-value, and a higher
ν4 vibrational frequency. These reﬂect a somewhat stronger axial
H2O interaction in M123H, which is supported by DFT calculations presented below.
Spectroscopically Validated DFT Structures. As a starting point for
DFT calculations, a WT CuA Az model was constructed from the
previously published 1.65 Å resolution X-ray structure [Protein Data
Bank (PDB) ID code 1CC3] (SI Appendix, Fig. S5) (11). This
14660 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1314242110

model consists of the protein backbone loop connecting the two
bridged S(Cys) residues as well as the equatorial His residues
and both axial S(Met) and carbonyl backbone axial ligands to the
Cu centers (93 total atoms). A partial geometry optimization was
carried out with protein backbone and Cα constraints (see SI
Appendix, Fig. S6 and Table S3 for structures and relevant optimized bond distances, respectively). This DFT optimized structure has a Cu–S(Met) distance of 2.95 Å, which agrees well with
X-ray crystallography (2.98 Å) and previously reported DFT
structures (18). The M123X (X = Q, L, H) variant structures for
partial geometry optimization were constructed as indicated in
Materials and Methods. For M123Q, O(Gln) is the axial ligand
and remains at a long Cu–O distance [Cu–O(Gln), 4.18 Å].
For the M123L and M123H models, based on the above
spectroscopic characterizations, H2O was placed near the CuM
center to serve as the axial ligand. The optimized M123L/H
structures have shorter Cu–Laxial distances than those in WT/
M123Q [Cu–O(H2O) in M123L, 2.59 Å; Cu–O(H2O) in M123H,
2.36 Å; Cu–SMet, 2.95 Å; Cu–OGln, 4.18 Å]. These structures
were used for time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) calculations. The
calculated absorption spectra are given in Fig. 3. These reasonably reproduce the experimentally observed trends in Fig. 2A.
Speciﬁcally, in going from WT/M123Q to M123L/H, the calculations show a decrease in intensity of the S(Cys) → Cu LMCT
transition (∼18,000 cm−1) and a redshift of the Ψ → Ψ* transition (∼12,000 cm−1) as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 3. In addition, the calculated EPR parameters follow the experimentally
observed trend: M123L/H both have larger calculated gjj-values
than WT and M123Q (Table 1). This trend in the calculated gjjvalue correlates reasonably to the calculated energy separation
between the σu* and πu states (from TD-DFT) and the calculated Cu character in these orbitals (using Eq. 1; SI Appendix,
Table S5). Speciﬁcally, both M123L and M123H have smaller
calculated σu*/πu energy separations and larger gjj-values.
In summary, the DFT structures of WT Cu A Az and its
M123X variants reproduce the spectroscopic trends and support
H2O binding as an axial ligand to the CuA core in the M123L/H
variants and that S(Met) and O(Gln) are both relatively weakly
interacting axial ligands in WT/M123Q, respectively. [Note we
have also computationally evaluated possible Cu–O(H2O) vibration modes for M123L. The stretch mixed into several modes
at ∼100 cm−1 and there is no signiﬁcant calculated isotope shift
for any of the resonance-enhanced ν2–ν4 vibrations (SI Appendix, Table S4)]. These structures are used below to evaluate the
axial S(Met) ligand contributions to function in CuA relative
to BC.
Analysis
Axial Ligand Inﬂuence on E0. It has been previously reported that
axial ligand variation in CuA azurin results in little change in E0
(27). This is in contrast to the much larger E0 changes for the
analogous axial ligand mutations in BC. The smaller change in
E0 for the CuA variants, and thus the potentially diminished inﬂuence of the S(Met) axial ligand, was attributed to the nature of
the diamond core in the CuA center. To further understand the
effects of axial ligand binding to CuA on modulating E0, we have

WT (Cu-Smet: 2.95)
M123Q (Cu-Ogln: 4.18)
M123L (Cu-OH2O: 2.59)
M123H (Cu-OH2O: 2.36)

Fig. 3. TD-DFT calculated absorption spectra of WT CuA Az and M123X (X =
Q, L, H) models. The Gaussian-broadened spectra were simulated using the
SWizard program with Gaussian bandshapes that have full-width at half
maxima of 1,350 cm−1 (from ﬁts to LT absorption spectra).
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Exp†
Reduced‡
Oxidized§
ΔΔE(ox-red)

Blue copper

Deloclized CuA
(CuO–CuM)

Localized CuA
(ZnO–CuM)

4.6
1.8
7.5
5.7

n.d.
1.1
5.2
4.1

n.d.
4.6
16.8
12.2

*Constrained Met residue replaced by dimethyl thioether.
†
kcal/mol.
‡
Energies are relative to a 10 Å CuM–S(thioether) distance. For Cu+ BC
dCu–S(thioether)–red .is ﬁxed at dCu–S(thioether)–ox.
§
Energies are obtained the same way as Cu+ BC.

calculated the ionization energies (IEs) of WT, Met to Leu, and
H2O-bound DFT models of both BC (as a reference performed
in the same manner) and CuA sites. Upon varying the axial ligand from S(Met) to Leu, the calculated IE increases by 130 and
100 mV for BC and CuA Az, respectively. For the BC model, this
reﬂects the experimentally observed ΔE0 (exp, 86 mV; calc., 130
mV). It is important to note that previous spectroscopic characterization of the Leu mutation in BC indicated that H2O does
not bind in the open axial ligand position (23, 31). In contrast,
the experimental ΔE0 in CuA Az is 20 mV, which is much smaller
than the 100 mV increase calculated with no axial ligand.
However, the calculated IE of the L-H2O model only increases
by 10 mV in CuA Az (20 mV for BC). This difference correlates
well with the experimentally observed ΔE0 (exp, 20 mV; calc., 10
mV) and is consistent with the spectroscopic assignment that
H2O coordinates to the CuA center in the M123L mutant. The
calculated IEs for the series of WT, L, and L-H2O models in
both CuA Az and BC indicate that the small change in the
experimental E0 for M123L CuA relative to BC results from
H2O binding to the Cu center in CuA, and that, in CuA, the axial
ligand should inﬂuence E0 to an extent comparable to BC. Note
that the changes in the calculated IE for the Met to Leu (without
H2O bound) mutation are quite similar for BC and CuA (BC, 130
mV; CuA, 100 mV) even though the redox states of the H2Obound Cu differ between the two active sites (Cu+/Cu2+ for BC;
Cu+/Cu1.5+ for CuA). We therefore explore contributions to this
calculated difference in E0 and evaluate the possibility of
entatic control of the Cu–S(Met) bond by the protein environment in the CuA site relative to previous studies on BC.
Axial Met Bond Strength/Entatic State. For BC, the thermodynamic
contributions to the Cu2+–S(Met) bond have been determined
experimentally (ΔH ∼ 4.6 kcal/mol). This indicated that the
protein matrix and secondary environment in T1 Cu proteins
can overcome the entropic gain of Cu–S(Met) bond rupture at
physiological temperature. This is the entatic/rack state in T1
Cu proteins. Here, we use the experimental/computational
results for parallel insight into CuA. The results of potential
energy surface (PES) scans of Cu–S(Met) binding in CuA Az and
BC (SI Appendix, Fig. S7) are compared in Table 2. The Cu2+–S
(Met) binding energy in BC is calculated to be 7.5 kcal/mol and
agrees well with the previously calculated (6.8 kcal/mol) and
experimental (4.6 kcal/mol) values (24). The S(Met) binding
energy for CuM1.5+ in CuA Az is calculated to be 5.2 kcal/mol,
which is lower than BC, but not by half, which might be anticipated from the difference in oxidation state. The calculated
Cu1+–S(Met) bond strengths in BC and CuM1+ are similar (1.8 and
1.1 kcal/mol, respectively).
To explore how electron delocalization in the MV binuclear
CuA core inﬂuences the stabilization energy of Cu–S(Met) bond
in the same ligand environment, the Cu ion in the CuO site was
replaced by Zn2+ to localize the unpaired electron on the CuM
center (i.e., a [Zn2+–Cu2+] core). The calculated difference in
stabilization energy of CuM–S(Met) bond between the reduced
Tsai et al.

Reorganization Energy. Maintaining a low reorganization energy
(λ) is an important factor allowing the BC and CuA proteins to
perform rapid long-range ET. The total reorganization energy
(λT) of the ET process has inner-sphere and outer-sphere components (λi and λo, respectively). λT of engineered CuA Az has
been determined to be roughly half that of BC Az (0.8 vs. 0.4
eV). This difference results in a threefold faster kET in CuA Az
relative to BC (250 s−1 for BC and 650 s−1 for CuA) (32). It has
been proposed that both λi and λo are lowered in CuA relative to
BC due to electron delocalization in the MV Cu2S2 core and its
larger charge radius relative to the mononuclear BC site (16, 33,
34). Here, we investigate the inﬂuence of the axial ligand and
charge delocalization on the calculated λi relative to BC. The
results of these calculations are summarized in Table 3. λi of the
CuA Az and BC DFT models [both with an axial S(Met) ligand]
are calculated to be 0.33 and 0.38 eV, respectively. These
numbers are in agreement with previously reported values (18,
35–37). Upon removal of the axial S(Met) ligand, the calculated
λi for both CuA Az and BC do not change (0.32 and 0.38 eV,
respectively). This is consistent with previous considerations for
axial ligand variants in stellacyanin (23).
We next explore the role of electron delocalization on λi
by comparing the calculated values for the electron-delocalized
[Cu1.5+–Cu1.5+] and electron-localized [Zn2+–Cu2+] cores. Without the axial S(Met) ligand, the calculated λi increases to 0.60 eV
upon electron localization, which is almost twice that of the
[Cu1.5+ –Cu1.5+ ] model (0.32 eV) and consistent with the idea
that delocalization reduces λi by roughly half. Upon binding
of the S(Met) ligand to the localized Cu2+ center, the calculated
λi increases to 0.74 eV. This 0.14 eV increase is in contrast to
the negligible effect of the axial S(Met) on λi for the electrondelocalized [Cu1.5+–Cu1.5+] core. This difference in the calculated
λi in the localized model is related to differences in structural
distortions upon redox. S(Met) binding in the [Zn2+–Cu2+] core
induces a signiﬁcant Jahn–Teller distortion, which can be quantiﬁed by comparing the change in the angle between the S(Met)–
Cu–S1(Cys) and N(His)–Cu–S2(Cys) planes upon redox (4° and
13° for delocalized [Cu1.5+ –Cu1.5+ ] and localized [Zn2+ –Cu2+ ]
cores, respectively) (SI Appendix, Fig. S9) (38). Together, these
results indicate that, as in BC, the S(Met) ligand contributes very
little to λi upon redox for CuA Az. Also, as previously suggested,
electron delocalization reduces λi by roughly half relative to a
charge-localized model. However, it is additionally found here
that it keeps the site from undergoing a Jahn–Teller distortion
upon oxidation, which would increase λi.
PNAS | September 3, 2013 | vol. 110 | no. 36 | 14661
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Model*

[Zn2+–Cu1+] (4.6 kcal/mol) and oxidized [Zn2+–Cu2+] (16.8 kcal/
mol) cores is 12.2 kcal/mol. Note that the additional increase in
CuM–S(Met) stabilization energy above twice that of the delocalized CuA core (4.1 kcal/mol) reﬂects the additional positive
charge of Zn2+ compared with Cu1+. [A parallel calculation with
Ag+ gives 5.9 kcal/mol. However, the ground state wavefunction
contains some delocalization, which may lower the calculated
bond strength relative to twice that of the CuA core (8.2 kcal/
mol) (SI Appendix, Fig. S8).]
From the above calculations, the Cu–S(Met) bond in CuA is
weak, yet is energetically similar to that in BC. The small binding
energy of the Cu–S(Met) bond in CuA implies that the protein
matrix in CuA also serves an entatic role in keeping the Met
bound to the active site. Furthermore, the comparable stabilization energy of the oxidized over the reduced state between
CuA and BC (CuA ∼ 180 mV; BC ∼ 250 mV, from the ΔΔE’s in
Table 2) indicates that the S(Met) likewise tunes down E0 in
CuA. Thus, the S(Met) does have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on E0
even in the delocalized MV CuA site. The comparable function
of the axial Met ligand on E0 can be attributed to the different
ligand sets between the CuA [two bridged S(Cys) and one
equatorial N(His) for each Cu] and BC [one equatorial S(Cys)
and two equatorial N(His)] sites.
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Table 2. Experimental and calculated Cu–S(Met) bond strengths
in BC, delocalized, and localized CuA sites

Table 3. Calculated λi with and without a thioether bound to Cu
in BC, delocalized, and localized CuA sites
Binding modes

Blue copper, eV

Deloclized CuA
(CuO–CuM), eV

Localized CuA
(ZnO–CuM), eV

0.38*
0.38

0.33
0.32

0.74
0.60

On
Off†

*λi = (Eg = ox – Eg = red)reduced + (Eg = red – Eg = ox)oxidized, where “g=ox” and
“oxidized” are the oxidation state of the geometry and wave function, respectively.
†
Cu–S(thioether) ﬁxed at 10 Å.

ET Pathways. Ligand–metal covalency plays an important role in
activating ET pathways and increasing kET through increased
donor-acceptor coupling (HDA) (33, 39–41). The nature of the
ET pathways coupling the CuA active site with its donor and
acceptor has been the subject of much research. Recently, an
alternative ET pathway for electron uptake from cytochrome
c552 by the CuA site in Thermus thermophilus ba3 oxidase through
the axial S(Met) ligand has been proposed (28). This involves
a low-lying πu excited state, which has an estimated 10% axial
S(Met) character in the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO). Here, we explore the possible S(Met) contribution to
an ET pathway. The β-lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals
(LUMOs) of the σu* ground state and the πu excited state are
given in Fig. 4 A and B, respectively. (Note that the πu excited
state was obtained by exchanging the electron occupation between σu* and πu orbitals in the σu* optimized structure followed
by optimization of the SCF density.) For both σu* and πu wavefunctions, no S(Met) character is observed. We further explored the
possibility of S(Met) contribution to redox for both σu* and πu
wavefunctions using electron density difference maps (EDDMs)
between the reduced and oxidized optimized total electron densities (Fig. 4 C and D). The EDDM contour plots for both σu* and
πu states are qualitatively similar to the corresponding β-LUMOs.
Importantly, as with the β-LUMOs, the EDDMs have no S(Met)
character. We note that there is a predominantly S(Met)-based
b1 orbital [HOMO-1, 42% S(p)(Met) character] that mixes into
the HOMO [7% S(p)(Met) character] due to their close proximity in energy (SI Appendix, Fig. S10). This, however, involves
two occupied levels and does not contribute to net bonding.
Therefore, the previously reported 10% axial S(Met) character
in the HOMO orbital appears to be a result of this occupied
orbital mixing. We can therefore rule out the possibility that the
axial S(Met) is a viable ET pathway in either the πu excited and
σu* ground state.
Above we considered the electronic structure of the πu excited
state in the optimized σu* ground state structure; the geometric
changes related to the πu excited state are now evaluated. We
had previously found that elongation of the Cu–Cu bond results
in a structure with a πu ground state that is ∼300 cm−1 higher in
energy than the corresponding σu* ground state structure (30).

Discussion
From the above spectroscopic and computational results and
analyses, the role of the axial S(Met) ligand in CuA is to tune
down E0 without signiﬁcantly affecting λi. The contribution to
lowering E0 is especially important for CuA due to the narrow
redox window (∼90 mV) between CuA and its redox partners
(i.e., cyt c for electron uptake and heme a for electron delivery in
CcO). These functions of the axial ligand are similar to those in
BC. Furthermore, the lack of S(Met) character in the EDDMs
and β-LUMOs of either the σu* ground state or the low-lying πu
excited state indicates that the S(Met) ligand is not involved in
an ET pathway. This is supported by kinetic results on CcO from
Paracoccus denitriﬁcans, which show that the ET rate from cyt c
to CuA is unperturbed by the axial Met to Ile mutation (42). The
Cu1.5+ –S(Met) bond in Cu A was calculated here to be weak
and slightly weaker than the Cu2+ –S(Met) bond in BC (BC,
7.5 kcal/mol; CuA , 5.2 kcal/mol). This ﬁnding indicates that,
much like BC, the surrounding protein matrix of the CuA active
site must impose an entatic/rack state to overcome the entropically
favored Cu–S(Met) bond rupture at physiological temperature.
Although the role of the axial Met in CuA is quite similar to BC,
the binuclear CuA core has an intrinsic advantage relative to the
mononuclear BC in terms of lowering λi and λo. The presence of

EDDM

-LUMO
*

Recently, other structural coordinates have been emphasized
(28). To further explore structural contributions that could lead
to stabilization of either a σu* or πu state, a series of geometrically perturbed CuA structures have been taken as starting
points for geometry optimizations (SI Appendix, Fig. S11). These
distortions include: (i) the Cu–Cu distance (from 2.5 to 3.2 Å),
(ii) the Cu–S(Cys)–Cu–S(Cys) dihedral angle (from 0 to 30°),
(iii) the N(His)–Cu–Cu–N(His) dihedral angle (from –180 to
–150°), (iv) distortion of the [Cu2S2] core along the accordion
mode (ν1), (v) elongation of the Cu–N(His) bonds, and (vi)
elongation of the Cu–S(Cys) bonds. These distortions sample
a large fraction of the CuA active site PES. All different starting
structures optimized back to either the previously reported σu*
(Cu–Cu ∼2.5 Å) or πu (Cu–Cu ∼3.1 Å) geometries. In addition,
possible distortions of the πu excited state relative to the σu*
ground state geometry were probed by monitoring the TD-DFT
calculated σu*/πu energy change upon +/− displacements along
normal modes (i.e., possible excited state distorting forces). The
modes evaluated were taken from the frequency analysis of the
CuA Az geometry [e.g., the Cu–Cu stretch (ν108), the accordion
distortion of the Cu2S2 core (ν154), the NHis–Cu–Cu–NHis dihedral mode (ν161), and the Cu–SCys–Cu–SCys dihedral mode
(ν194)]. As shown in Fig. 4E, the slopes (and thus the degree of
excited state distortion) of the two dihedral modes (ν161 and ν194)
are relatively ﬂat compared with the normal modes associated
with Cu–Cu elongation (ν108 and ν154, both of which lower the
energy of the πu state by Cu–Cu elongation). The ground state
optimizations and the magnitudes of excited state distorting
forces indicate that Cu–Cu elongation is the preferential mode
of distortion in the low-lying πu excited state.
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u

u

Fig. 4. The EDDMs and β-LUMOs of σ*u ground
and πu excited states in the σ*u optimized geometry
(A–D) and the calculated πu excited state slopes along
normal modes ν108 (black), ν154 (red), ν194 (green), and
ν161 (blue) (E).
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Materials and Methods
Expression and puriﬁcation of WT CuA Az and the variants studied here
were performed using previously published protocols (27). UV-vis data were
recorded in ammonium acetate buffer (pH 5.5) on a Cary 500 spectrophotometer. MCD was performed on Jasco J-730 and J-810 spectropolarimeters
equipped with Oxford Instruments SM-4000 superconducting magnets. RR
spectra were collected by detecting with an Andor Newton charge-coupled
device detector cooled to –80 °C. Excitation was provided by a Coherent
Innova Sabre 25/7 Ar+ CW ion laser (476.5 nm, ∼20 mW). EPR spectra were
obtained by using a Bruker EMX spectrometer, ER 041 XG microwave bridge,
and ER 4102ST cavity. DFT calculations were performed with Gaussian 03/09
and ORCA. For spectroscopic and computational details, see SI Appendix.
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of metalloprotein active sites and their perturbed forms is imperative to provide molecular level insight into understanding
geometric and electronic structure contributions to function.

CHEMISTRY

two highly covalent Cu–S(Cys) bonds in CuA is also important for
activating multiple ET pathways. In particular, the electron entry
pathway to the CuA site needs to be efﬁcient, as this active site is
relatively buried in the protein matrix. This is in contrast to BC,
where the electron entry point is a surface-exposed His ligand
with little covalent character in the redox active molecular
orbital. These factors facilitate rapid and efﬁcient long-range
ET with a low driving force (∼45 mV) by the CuA active site.
In summary, a combination of LT absorption, MCD, RR, and
EPR spectroscopies on WT CuA and its M123X (X = Q, L, H)
axial ligand variants has demonstrated that Cu2S2 active cores in
M123L/H are in a more symmetric environment. Spectroscopically validated DFT calculations indicate that the S(Met) ligand
is essential in tuning down E0 but not increasing λi, a similar role
to that found for the S(Met) ligand in BC. The smaller experimental ΔE0 for the Met to Leu mutation in CuA azurin relative
to that in BC is not found to be a consequence of electron delocalization. Rather, this difference is attributed to the presence
of a H2O ligand in the M123L mutant of CuA, which is not
present in the analogous mutant of BC. Furthermore, much like
BC, the S(Met) bond to the active site in CuA is weak and therefore under entatic control by the surrounding protein matrix. This
study demonstrates that a detailed spectroscopic characterization

